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As health issues continue to become more prevalent as the population grows, building a public health network is critical for
enhancing the overall health quality of the community. is study o�ers an Internet of ings (IoT) based health care system that
can be employed in the context of community medical care industrial areas. e main focus of this research is to develop a disease
prediction strategy that could be applied to community health services using theoretical modelling. Using principal component
analysis (PCA) and cluster analysis, an arti�cial bee colony (ABC) creates a nonlinear support vector machine (SVM) classi�er
pair. Feature-level fusion analysis was performed to detect probable abnormalities. e results of the experiments reveal that the
SVM model o�ers signi�cant bene�ts in disease prediction. In the SVM illness prediction model, the ABC algorithm has the best
parameter optimization e�ect in terms of accuracy, time, and other factors. e suggested method outperformed the traditional
SVM and BP neural network methods by 17.24 percent and 72.41 percent, respectively. It can lower the RMSE and improve
assessment indicators like the precision recall rate and the F-measure, demonstrating the method’s validity and accuracy. As a
result, it is frequently used in community health management, geriatric community monitoring, and clinical medical therapy in an
industrial environment.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the global economy and the
acceleration of life, increasingly, people have been in a subhealth
state for a long time and are prone to chronic diseases. Some
fatal diseases are hidden, and the early pathological charac-
teristics are not apparent [1]. Obvious symptoms appear in the
late stage, and the best treatment period has been missed at this
time. With the acceleration of population ageing, health
problems are becoming increasingly prominent, so improving
community health infrastructure is very e�ective practical

signi�cance to enhance the overall health quality of the whole
people. Based on known published research on the key features
of data procurement andmanagement in the IoTin conjunction
with data fusion andmining technology, this proposed research
aims to investigate support vector machine (SVM) for the
projection and diagnosis of public health management to ad-
dress some underlying complications in this �eld.

To improve the disease prediction ability of the com-
munity, medical and health management system to improve
people’s lives and health is a very worthwhile research topic.
Developments in digital health have permitted the
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acquisition of vast volumes of data in clinics, homes, and
communities over the last few decades. Activity and met-
abolic data were collected using wearable sensors. Contex-
tual information has been given by ambient detectors and
wearable cameras. Electronic Patient-Reported Outcomes
(ePROs) have been collected using smartphones and tablets.
Concurrent with this, improvements in machine learning
have created an opportunity to extract therapeutically rel-
evant information from vast datasets. (e discipline of re-
habilitation medicine is changing as a result of these
advancements [2]. In recent years, many scholars at home
and abroad have carried out in-depth research in this field
and achieved rich results. Wallace et al. [3] realized auto-
matic a-trial for fibrillation and coronary heart disease by
analyzing the pulse signal. (e authors of [4], based on the
Internet of (ings technology, builds a health management
system, uses a variety of machine learning techniques to
analyze a variety of disease data sets, and finds that the
random forest has a good prediction effect on a variety of
diseases, with reasonable accuracy, but the algorithm has
poor robustness. Random forests (RF) are multidecision tree
ensemble classifiers that train numerous decision trees
randomly. (e random forest approach is made up of two
steps: a training step that creates numerous decision trees
and a testing step that categorizes or estimates an outcome
variable depending on an input vector. (eoretically, RF is
immune to overfitting and is unaffected by noise or
anomalies. Furthermore, by lowering generalization defects,
it can produce high-accuracy outcomes. However, on the
other hand, RF is more inclined to have an elbow point,
implying a steeper gradient with more trees. Furthermore,
choosing an insignificant explanatory variable increases the
likelihood of each tree being more intricate [5].

(e Internet of(ings (IoT) healthcare system allows for
more efficient monitoring and tracking, which aids in better
resource management. IoT can effectively track patients
from afar as well as provide emergency assistance, which is
incredibly beneficial for cardiac patients. (e following are
some of the primary benefits of IoT in healthcare:

Cost savings: IoT allows for real-time patient tracking,
reducing the number of unwanted medical appoint-
ments, hospitalizations, and readmissions.
Treatment that is more effective: it allows doctors to
make educated decisions supported by facts and en-
sures greater transparency.
Quicker disease prognosis: using continuous patient
monitoring and actual information, doctors can di-
agnose disease at an earlier phase, well before symp-
toms appear.
Providing proactive medical care: continuous health
monitoring allows for the provision of proactive
medical interventions.
Control over drugs and equipment: in the medical
industry, managing pharmaceuticals and hospital in-
struments is a large concern. (ese are effectively
handled and used by connected devices, leading to
lesser expenses.

Reduced error: data provided by IoT devices not only
aids in a better judgement call but also guarantees that
medical operations run smoothly with minimal errors,
loss, and system expenses.

Various healthcare sensors generate a plethora of in-
formation in healthcare applications.(ese disparate devices
generate information in a wide range of formats. In most
clinical decisions, a single source of data might not even be
sufficient to reach an appropriate conclusion.(ese different
types of data can be merged for thorough assessment, which
aids in the development of a better knowledge of the con-
dition. For both patients and healthcare practitioners,
combining information from multiple sources such as
clinical databases, sensory equipment, historical, or textual
data is critical [6, 7]. Sensor data acquired, merged, and
analyzed are critical for diagnosing and treating patients
with severe conditions (such as hypertension and diabetes)
as well as tracking and assisting the elderly [8]. Dautov et al.
suggested a distributed hierarchical data fusion architecture
that combines information from multiple sources at every
stage of the IoT taxonomy to generate timely and reliable
outcomes [9]. Several diverse and complex data sources can
be combined, and the measured data can be processed and
transported to a superordinated data-science-oriented cloud
solution, according to Neubert et al. on a mobile data
collection system; their unique concept emphasizes on the
incorporation and fusion of several mobile data sources
(mDCS) [10]. (e authors of [11] established a similar
unified management platform, using the back propagation
neural network (BP-NN) to analyze the prevalence of
chronic diseases (such as heart disease and diabetes) based
on the physiological health data of the elderly, with high
accuracy to achieve early detection and early treatment of
diseases. An input layer, an implicit layer, and an output
layer make up a BP neural network. It is a pedagogical
approach based on signal transmission, where the signal is
carried in two phases: forward and backward propagation,
and it is adept at approximating nonlinear mappings with
arbitrary precision. If the output value is near the required
value, after the reiterating the cycle, the training is completed
[12]. Although the functions of the above health manage-
ment systems are relatively complete, the models involved in
data processing and disease prediction are relatively simple.
A single type of disease cannot predict potential conditions
based on multiple physiological indicators comprehensively.
It needs to be improved in practical applications. A single
disease cannot comprehensively forecast potential circum-
stances based on several physiological signs. It requires
improvement in practical applications because most diseases
follow their own evolutionary principles, which are fre-
quently accompanied by changes in many physiological
markers of the human body. To accurately anticipate disease,
this necessitates a large volume of patient data. Authors of
[13] used machine learning methods (nearest neighbor
method, SVM) to predict chronic obstructive disease staging
with high accuracy and specific clinical significance. How-
ever, this study did not. (e theory is integrated into the
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existing health infrastructure, and the application sce-
narios are relatively narrow. Author of [14] applied the
hybrid machine learning algorithm combined with the
Internet of (ings technology to predict heart disease,
which improved the prediction accuracy to 100%, and the
prediction effect was remarkable. Authors of [15] applying
machine learning and big data technology to the health
care community improve the prediction accuracy. It can be
seen that the full use of extensive data analysis technology
can analyze the potential disease development law from
massive data and then make accurate predictions of the
disease [16].

Aiming at some existing problems in this field, based on
existing research results, through the research on key
technologies of data acquisition [17] and management in the
Internet of (ings environment, combined with data fusion
and mining technology, support vector machine (SVM) is
introduced into the disease prediction of community health
management. After parameter optimization by the artificial
bee colony (ABC) algorithm, the prediction accuracy can be
effectively improved. Furthermore, thanks to the self-
learning ability of SVM, with the increase of the knowledge
base, the disease prediction ability will also be enhanced,
which is conducive to promoting the grid construction of
community medical care and residents’ health management
and giving full play to the advantages of community medical
care.

(e contribution of this paper is in the following
features:

(1) An artificial bee colony (ABC) constructs a nonlinear
support vector machine (SVM) classifier pair using
principal component analysis (PCA) and cluster
analysis

(2) To detect potential irregularities, feature-level fusion
analysis is used

(e rest of the paper follows the following organization: in
Section 2, the theoretical aspects of the disease prediction
model are being investigated along with parameter optimi-
zation; Section 3 is focused on the analysis of the experiments
performed, and finally Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Theoretical Analysis of Disease Prediction

2.1. Community Disease Prediction Model. As shown in
Figure 1, the physiological data collected by the sensor
extract critical information through the feature-level data
fusion method and input the optimized SVM model for
disease analysis and prediction, and the final processing
results can be fed back to the community health manage-
ment system.

2.2. Data Feature Extraction. Due to the large amount of
data collected by the community IoT terminal, high di-
mension, and possible unfavorable factors such as accidental
errors and noise interference, it is necessary to reduce the
size and compress the physiological data before data analysis
and remove redundant information and minimize inter-
ference to enhance the system efficiency. Principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA) is a dimensionality reduction
algorithm commonly used in data mining [18]. It can use a
few linearly independent main components to reflect the
most original variables through dimensionality reduction
techniques—part of the information [19].

(e detection samples with group dimension of nm
collected:

Y � (y1, y2, y3, . . . .., yn). (1)

In the formula, it is the row and column vector. To
uniformly represent different feature dimensions in the
sample, it is necessary first to centre the piece.
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Figure 1: Community disease prediction model.
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C diagonal elements are the sample variances, and the
off-diagonal elements are the covariances. (e goal of
dimensionality reduction optimization is to reduce the
dimensional data. For dimension, the method is to select
an ortho-normal unit basis. (e pairwise covariance of
the data under the linear representation of this set of unit
orthonormal basis is the variance with the maximum
value. (at is, it is a symmetric matrix. (e matrix’s
transition matrix after the basis transformation is also
diagonal; such a front row is the selected ortho-normal
basis. Since it is a real symmetric matrix, the eigenvectors
corresponding to its different Eigen values are orthogonal
to each other.
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In summary, the ortho-normal basis sought isQ, and the
data obtained after dimensionality reduction is X.

PCA problem can be attributed to the similar diago-
nalization problem of real symmetric matrices, convenient
for computer implementation. PCA (principal component
analysis) is a dimensionality reduction approach applied
frequently in data mining. (rough dimensionality reduc-
tion techniques—part of the information—it can employ
some linearly independent critical components to describe
the most original variables. (is statistical method con-
denses a group of interrelated variables into a few

dimensions that capture a significant portion of the original
variables’ variability. (ese dimensions are known as
components, and they have the property of gathering
strongly correlated variables inside each component while
remaining uncorrelated [20]. After PCA dimensionality
reduction, the data dimension is reduced, and the redundant
horizontal data is removed from the above. (e redundant
longitudinal information is reflected in the redundant
samples. Removing the redundant samples is also a direction
that needs to be optimized. (e cluster analysis method [21]
is used to find the centre of gravity of the sample data, and
the representative samples are extracted. (e specific steps
are as follows.

(1) Randomly select a sample as the cluster centric.

h1, h2, . . . , hj ∈ Y. (7)

(2) For each example, the calculation criterion of the
cluster centre d(i) is

d
i
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i
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2
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Repeat the above three steps to divide the samples into
clusters with different interclass distances L according to
the distribution characteristics of the data, then select the
pieces closer to the cluster centre according to specific
criteria, and discard some redundant sample points on the
edge of the cluster. After the data is preprocessed above, the
dimensions and the number of samples are reduced, the
system overhead and computational complexity are re-
duced, and the processing efficiency of subsequent work is
improved.

2.3. SVMDiseaseClassificationModel. SVM is a collection of
related supervised learning methods for classification and
regression in diagnosing diseases. SVM maximizes the
geometric margin while decreasing the empirical classifi-
cation error. As a result, SVM stands for maximum margin
classifier. SVM is a fundamental approach based on sta-
tistical learning theory’s ensured risk boundaries, often
known as the structural risk minimization principle. (e
kernel approach allows SVMs to do nonlinear classification
effectively by projecting their inputs into feature spaces. (e
kernel trick enables the classifier to be built sans defining the
feature space directly [22]. SVM is a generalized classifier
that performs multivariate sensor data classification
according to supervised learning, supporting linear and
nonlinear types. Its decision boundary is to solve the
maximum margin hyperplane for the learning samples [23].
(e main idea is to use the maximum margin hyperplane.
Correctly classify the physiological data containing different
disease information according to the characteristics of the
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disease type to achieve the effect of disease prediction
[24, 25]. Assuming that there are only two different disease
types in the sample space, the sensor feature data can be
expressed as

U � (x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . ., (xn, yn) ; xn ∈ X. (10)

In the formula, yn ∈ +1, −1{ } is the disease type label.
Let zU be the average vector and c is the intercept, then these
two types of samples with different disease information can
be obtained from the hyperplane.

Z
U

x + c. (11)

Divide it into two and find the distance from any sample
point to the hyperplane:

e �
Z

U
x + c

‖Z‖
. (12)

Let the point above the hyperplane correspond to the
disease label as yn � 1, and the point below corresponds to
yn � 1. Define the function interval as
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SVM optimization problem: it is necessary to find the
hyperplane determined by Z, c so that the distance between
the nearest support vector and this hyper plane is as con-
siderable as possible, that is,

minZ,c; s.t s
^
 � minZ,c

s

‖Z‖
 ,

s.tyi Z0xi + co( ≥ s; i � 1, 2, . . . , n.

(14)

To maximize the interval, it is only necessary to maxi-
mize ‖Z‖− 1, which is equivalent to

To minimize ‖W‖− 1, let Z�Z0s; c� c0, (14) is equivalent
to

minZ,c

1
2
‖Z‖

2
 s.tyi Z0xi + co( ≥ 1; i � 1, 2, . . . , n. (15)

According to the transformation of the Lagrange mul-
tiplier method, the dual problem of equation (15) is ob-
tained. After solving αi, we can get the optimal hyperplane

f(x) � z
U
0 x + c0 � 

m

i�1
αiyix

U
i x + c0. (16)

Equations (15) and (16) are established on the premise
that the KKT (Karush–Kuhn–Tucker) condition is satisfied.

(e above is the linear solution process of the SVM
disease prediction model. However, in practice, the physi-
ological data collected by multisensors are generally non-
linearly distributed, and there may be multiple disease types
in the sample. For such nonlinear models, the kernel
function (kernel function) maps the sample space to the
kernel space for solving [24], that is, replace the part in
equation (16) with l(xi; xj).

2.4. Parameter Optimization of Disease Prediction Models.
(e key to affecting the prediction effect of the SVM
classifier is to select an appropriate kernel function model
and its corresponding parameters according to the char-
acteristics of the physiological data. (e Gaussian kernel
function (RBF) is popular in machine learning, and its
performance mainly depends on c,g parameter [26].
Among them is the penalty coefficient. If the value of this
parameter is too high, overfitting may quickly occur;
otherwise, underfitting will quickly occur, resulting in poor
data generalization ability; the RBF form is

lRBF xi, xj  � exp −
e xi, xj 

2

2σ2




� exp −Υc xi, xj 

2
 . (17)

(e h parameter determines the distribution of the
original data mapped to the new feature space, which is
negatively correlated with the number of support vectors,
which directly affects the algorithm’s speed. To find the
optimal parameter d, h, you can use the ABC algorithm for
parameter optimization [27]. (is algorithm is a parameter
optimization algorithm proposed by Karaboga in 2005 to
solve the multivariable parameter optimization problem
[28]. It has been widely used in many fields, including
image processing and numerical optimization. [26, 29], and
the algorithm performs better than other heuristic algo-
rithms such as particle swarm optimization (PSO) algo-
rithm and genetic algorithm (GA) in multidimensional
data processing [26] ABCSVM is the disease prediction
process. Ant colony optimization (ACO) is a probability-
based optimization approach that is intended to solve
computational problems and discover the ideal route using
graphs. ACO is capable of working more proficiently and
precisely than GA, attributed to the reason that deter-
mining the optimal path involves less calculation time and
iterations. Furthermore, the accuracy of ACO is demon-
strated by the optimal path discovered in each time run
[30]. ACO has the ability to cluster and construct routes,
and PSO is simple to implement. However, due to its poor
exploration, PSO has issues with parameter selection [31].
First, according to the characteristics of physiological data
d; the highest sum combination ensures that the model
works with the optimized parameters to improve the ac-
curacy of disease classification prediction.

3. Experimental Analyses

To verify the validity and accuracy of the method in this
paper, the experimental data were used the physical ex-
amination monitoring data of 5 061 cases in a community
in Shanghai in 2017, covering residents of all ages from 16
to 90 years old. Some experimental data are shown in
Table 1. For the convenience of discussion, in the exper-
iment, four common diseases, including renal function
impairment, dyslipidemia, metabolic syndrome, and dia-
betic nephropathy, were selected as the research objects,
and the validity of the diagnostic prediction model was
verified.
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3.1. Sample Encoding. (e sample coding requirements can
conveniently represent the type of disease and reasonably
determine the kind of disease 24�16 and its severity in the
sample according to the coding value. Considering that there
may be many different diseases in the same model, to fa-
cilitate the computer for processing, we first use 4-bit binary
code for the disease type (B1∼B4, respectively, represent
diabetic nephropathy, metabolic syndrome, dyslipidemia,
and renal function damage). For standard samples, the code
value is set to 0×0. (e above code can indicate the possi-
bility of disease (i.e., hexadecimal 0×0∼0×F), and the sample
codes of 5 representative disease combinations are shown in
Table 2.

After removing outliers from the original data (missing
critical data is considered outliers), we use the t-SNE di-
mensionality reduction toolbox to map the 8-dimensional
raw data to the 2-dimensional space visualization. In the
figure, there are a total of 10 types, colors represent ten
different disease combinations D, respectively, blue repre-
sents a standard sample (i.e., the code value is 0×0), and red
represents that the model suffers from the four diseases in
Table 2 at the same time (i.e., the coded value is 0×0).

(e coding value is 0×F. (e gradient process of the
color bar from blue to red from top to bottom corresponds
to the gradual increase in the types of disease suffered by the
sample. It can also be intuitively understood that the warmer
the color, the worse the health status of the model.

3.2.Data Feature Extraction. Take the 8-dimensional data of
CRE∼CH in Table 1 and standardize it according to formula
(2) and then carry out PCA processing according to pro-
cedures (3)∼(6) to obtain the characteristic principal com-
ponent N of the physiological index and its contribution rate
as shown in Figure 2 with Table 3. (e curve represents the
cumulative contribution rate of the first kmain components
R � 

N
k�1 rk(k � 1, 2, 3, . . . , n) is the contribution rate of the

first principal component. Current principal components
when the cumulative contribution rate of the parts is greater
than the set value, it can be considered that the information
contained in the first k main components is sufficient to
represent the entire set of data. (e calculation shows that
the contribution rate of the first six principal components
reaches 97.2%. Central component 6 can contain most of the
information about the sample.

After PCA processing, the data dimension is reduced to 6
sizes, and then crucial samples are screened out through
cluster analysis, further improving the ant interference

ability.(e cluster analysis dendrogram of sample S is shown
in Figure 3 with Table 4. To express the distribution law of
sample data more intuitively, only 30 leaf nodes are shown
here (one leaf node may correspond to multiple sample
points). In the dendrogram, it can be observed that,
according to the sample, the data distribution features can be
subdivided into 5 clusters in total.

(e clustering results are visualized by t-SNE dimen-
sionality reduction. Different symbols in the figure represent

Table 1: Physiological datasets used in the experiment (partial samples).

SN G AGE CREA UA APOA APOB GLU LDL UREA CH
1 F 65 66 261 1.34 0.79 4.9 2.92 5.7 4.81
2 M 61 45 282 1.25 0.76 4.7 3.18 5.4 4.86
3 F 59 63 419 1.37 0.97 4.6 3.04 4.9 3.92
4 M 63 60 274 1.46 1.04 10.7 2.21 4.8 4.79
5 F 76 89 294 1.38 0.9 4.7 1.05 6.5 4.3
6 M 65 69 401 1.57 0.66 4.7 2.47 5.8 4.79
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 2: Sample codes for 5 representative disease combinations.

Sample encoding
Disease type

B4 B3 B2 B1
0∗0 N N N N
0∗1 N N N Y
0∗2 N N Y Y
0∗4 N Y N N
0∗8 Y N N N

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Figure 2: Principal components and contribution rates in phys-
iological indicators.

Table 3: Principal components and their contribution rates in
physiological indicators.

Serial R
1 30
2 25
3 20
4 18
5 16
6 13
7 10
8 3
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clusters with other characteristics. (e distance from the
cluster centre di (i� 1, 2,. . .,5) is the cluster radius of si (i� 1,
2,. . .,5), and the sample points located within the radius are
selected as the follow-up experimental data and will not be in
the cluster. Points within the class radius are regarded as
redundant and discarded, and 1 598 sets of physiological
data are finally selected.

In the above five types of samples, 98% of the data of
every kind of sample are randomly selected as the training
sample S1, and the remaining 2% of the data are used as the
test sample S2 to test the model, and finally, S1� 1 569 group
and S2� 29 groups.

3.3.Analysis ofDiseaseDiagnosisResults. Tomore intuitively
reflect the superiority of SVM in disease analysis, the BP-NN
prediction is used as a comparison, and the results are shown
in Figure 4 and Table 5. In Figure 4, the three curves rep-
resent the prediction effect of BP-NN and the prediction of
the SVMmodel. It can be seen from the comparison that the
prediction effect of the SVM model is the best, and the
accuracy rate can reach 75 : 86% (22� 29). In contrast, the
disease prediction effect of BP-NN is poor, and the accuracy
ratio is only 20 : 69% (6� 29). Figure 5 and Table 6 shows the
root mean square error (RMSE) of the top n predicted values
for the two forecasting algorithms.

eRMSE �
1
2

x
^
− x 

2
 

1/2
. (18)

Here, x and x are the predicted and actual values, re-
spectively. It can be seen from Figure 6 that, in the previous
sample, the eRMSE of the SVM model is 0 because the
disease type code output by themodel in the subsequent false
detection is different from the actual value the significant
difference in disease type coding leads to a higher RMSE.
Still, the performance of this situation in the latter samples is
not much different from that of BPNN, which also reflects
the importance of SVM parameter optimization from the
side. Due to the fuzzy mapping of BP-NN, however, SVM
can output discrete and definite value ranges and can ac-
curately output specific sample codes.

1 0 5 10 15 20 25 30

R
S
T

0

1

2

3

4
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6

Figure 3: Cluster analysis dendrogram for samples.

Table 4: Cluster analysis dendrogram for samples.

Serial R S T
1 4 3.9 3.8
0 4.2 4.3 3.9
5 4.3 4.4 4
10 4.5 4.6 4.2
15 4.6 4.7 4.3
20 4.7 4.8 4.4
25 4.8 4.9 4.5
30 5 5 4.9
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Figure 4: Comparison of the prediction effects.

Table 5: Comparison of the prediction effects of the three diag-
nostic models.

Serial BP-NN prediction SVM prediction (e actual data
0 0 0 0
5 14 12 16
10 0 0 0
15 14 12 15
20 5 6 4
25 12 10 15
30 5 6 4

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

BP-NN prediction
SVM prediction

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Figure 5: RMSE curves.
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(e influence of different c,g parameters on the SVM
disease prediction model is shown in Figure 6 and Table 7. It
can be seen from the figure that, for the same g parameter,
the accuracy rate η of the prediction result is almost un-
related to the value of the c parameter

From the perspective of the entire interval, for the same
parameter, the accuracy rate tends to increase with the
increase of the parameter, and there may be multiple ex-
treme points in the curve, so how to find the globally optimal
powerful moment is the key to model optimization.

(e prediction effect of the SVM disease prediction
model after optimization by different optimization algo-
rithms is shown in Figure 7 and Table 8. It can be seen from
the figure that the disease prediction effect of the PSO al-
gorithm optimization model (PSO optimization, PSO-OPT)
is the worst. (e total accuracy rate is only 13 : 79%, the GA
algorithm optimization model (GA optimization, GA-OPT)
has a slightly better effect, the accuracy rate is 79 : 31%, the

ABC algorithm (ABC optimization, ABC-OPT) has the best
optimization effect, the accuracy rate can accurately predict
the disease types of 93 :10% of the samples, with the shortest
time t and the highest efficiency. (e final results are shown
in Table 9.

Q � Dr � (Dr + De),

S �
Dr

Dt
,

G �
2QS

(S + Q)
.

(19)

(e RMSE comparison of different disease prediction
methods is shown in Figure 7. It can be seen from the figure
that the optimized SVM model has the lowest eRMSE and
apparent advantages.

(e prediction effects of different optimization algo-
rithms for different disease combinations are compared in
terms of the precision P of disease prediction, the recall rate
R, and the F metric F3.

Let DP denote the set of disease prediction results in the
test sample, DR indicates the actual disease condition in the
test sample, Dr is the number of sample codes in DP\DR be

Table 6: RMSE curves.

Serial BP-NN prediction SVM prediction
0 6 0
5 4 7
10 3.5 6
15 3.2 5
20 3 4
25 3.4 3
30 3.8 6

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

c=1
c=10
c=20

c=30
c=40

35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90

Figure 6: (e influence of c,g parameters on the prediction ac-
curacy of ABC-SVM.

Table 7: Accuracy of c,g parameters of ABC-SVM.

Serial c� 1 c� 10 c� 20 c� 30 c� 40
0 35 65 60 50 45
10 70 68 70 55 49
20 74 70 72 58 53
30 76 74 76 60 62
40 80 78 80 77 75
50 85 80 85 81 83
60 90 90 90 90 90

0 5 10 15 20 25 30

BP-NN
ABC-SVM

PSO-SVM
GA-SVM
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8
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12

14

16

18

Figure 7: Comparison of the optimization effects of the three
optimization algorithms.

Table 8: Comparison of the optimization effects of the three
optimization algorithms.

Serial BP-NN ABC-SVM PSO-SVM GA-SVM
0 6 0 0 16
5 5.8 0 0 14
10 5.6 0 0 12
15 4 2 2.5 10
20 4.2 2.1 2.8 9
25 4.3 2.2 3 8
30 4.5 2.5 3.2 6
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the number of elements in DR and be the number of ele-
ments in the set A (and) number of sample codes.

(is paper compares different forms of algorithms for
data fusion in clinical data, out of which ABC-SVM shows
better results compared to the traditional SVM model and
BP-NN method. It can lower the RMSE and improve as-
sessment indicators like the precision recall rate and the
F-measure, demonstrating the method’s precision and
credibility.

4. Conclusions

As the population ages, health issues become more prev-
alent; hence, enhancing community health infrastructure is
critical for improving the overall health quality of the
populace. (e occurrence and development of most dis-
eases follow their unique evolutionary laws, which are often
accompanied by changes in various physiological indica-
tors of the human body. (rough theoretical modelling, a
disease prediction method that can be applied to com-
munity health services is proposed. Starting from the health
index data of daily life, it can automatically analyze po-
tential health problems, conducive to the timely under-
standing of human health status and taking corresponding
measures. Support vector machine (support vector ma-
chine, SVM) is incorporated into the disease prediction of
public health management, aiming at some current chal-
lenges in this field, based on established scientific data,
through research on important features of data acquisition
and management in the Internet of (ings environment,
combined with data fusion and mining technology. (e
prediction accuracy can be effectively increased after op-
timizing the process parameters using the artificial bee
colony (ABC) technique. Furthermore, because of SVM’s
self-learning capacity, disease prediction ability will im-
prove as the experience and knowledge grows, which is
advantageous in encouraging grid construction of com-
munity healthcare and residents’ health management, as
well as fully exploiting the benefits of public medical care.
(e experimental results show that the SVM model has
outstanding advantages in disease prediction. (e ABC
algorithm has the ideal parameter optimization effect in the
SVM disease prediction model inaccuracy, time-consum-
ing, etc. (e recognition accuracy rate reaches 93.10%,
17.24%, and 72.41% higher than the traditional SVMmodel
and BP-NN method, respectively. It can reduce the RMSE
and improve the evaluation indicators such as precision,
recall rate, and F-measure, which fully proves the method
validity and accuracy. (e method can be described by a
rigorous mathematical model, with fast execution speed,
high efficiency, and accessible computer implementation. It

has broad application prospects and promotion in im-
proving people’s quality of life and health and disease
prevention.

4.1. Future Scope. (is study has a wide range of potential
applications and promotional values in addition to en-
hancing people’s quality of life, health, and illness preven-
tion. However, limited by the current level of economic
development, sensor objective factors such as technology,
newmaterials, and their preparation processes, coupled with
the variety of diseases and complex pathogenic mechanisms
in practical applications, make it still challenging to pop-
ularize, and use this method.(e planned research will focus
on improving sensor technology, reducing production costs
and making some medical testing instruments truly wear-
able and affordable, and improving the prediction accuracy
and generalization ability of disease prediction models.
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